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A statistical model for outages that occur in a dual-polarized-fre-

quency radio channel during periods of multipath fading is proposed,
and an analytical expression for outage time obtained. The model,
which results in Rice-Nakagami statistics for the cochannel interfer-

ence signal, describes channel outage time as a function of several en-

vironmental and radio-system parameters. The formulation obtained
allows for efficient parameteric studies to evaluate the importance of
these parameters to channel outage time and to examine parameter
sensitivity questions. Results of practical significance relative to

hardware XPD requirements, maximum hop length, system gain, de-

pendence on geographic environment, and digital terminal perfor-

mance characteristics are obtained for present 11 -GHz QCPSK (qua-

ternary-coherent-phase-shift-keyed) digital radio systems. Estimates

of dual-polarized-frequency channel outage time are obtained for a
variety of representative system parameter values and compared with
expected outage times for a conventional channel. Particular attention

is given to the mechanism of channel outages during multipath fading,

and several potential means for control and/or reduction of channel
outage time are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 DPF radio systems

Federal regulatory requirements for the channel capacity of an 11-GHz
digital radio system are achieved in some short-haul radio systems by
a diplex approach that uses each available radio-channel frequency band
twice. Such designs, denoted here as dual-polarized-frequency (DPF)
radio systems, are based on the high isolation theoretically obtainable

between the two linear polarizations (vertical and horizontal) available

for propagation at each radio-wave frequency.
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Practical implementation of a DPF radio system relies on the attain-

ability of high polarization isolation in the radio system, in the antenna

system, and over the propagation path, and on the maintainability of

these conditions. At any given frequency, degradation in the isolation

between the orthogonally polarized signals can result in cochannel in-

terference, with attendant degradation in the channel bit-error rate

(BER).

This paper presents a theoretical modeling study of DPF radio channel

reliability during periods of multipath fading. Using channel bit-error

rate as a criterion, the effects of the polarization-isolation properties of

system hardware and the propagation path on channel-outage time are

evaluated. The sensitivity of bit-error rate to system hardware and

propagation-path characteristics is of particular interest because of their

direct impact on feasibility and cost of DPF radio systems.

A complete listing of all symbols and notation used in this paper is

provided in Appendix A.

1.2 Linear polarization Isolation

During periods of multipath fading activity, measurements on 11-GHz

radio waves propagated along line-of-sight paths display statistical

fluctuations in the isolation between orthogonal linearly polarized waves

at the same frequency. 1"1 A convenient measure of the isolation between

two cross-polarized signals—i.e., signals transmitted via such orthogo-

nally polarized waves—is the cross-polarization-discrimination ratio

or XPD. The XPD is defined as the ratio (usually expressed in dB) of the

energy received on a reference polarization that results from a signal

transmitted with the same polarization (the copolarized, desired signal)

to the energy received on this same polarization but transmitted with

the orthogonal polarization (the cross-polarized or interference sig-

nal).

1.3 Multipath outage estimates

Estimates of single-hop (point-to-point) outage probabilities for

11-GHz QCPSK digital radio systems were first obtained by Lin in 1973

based in part on a one-parameter model for the RMS-XPD ratio during

multipath fading. In this model, at any fixed fade depth in the deep-fade

region, the cross-polarized voltage envelope varies as a Rayleigh dis-

tributed random variable, and the RMS-XPD behaves as a linear function

of the fade depth in dB, as shown by curve "L" in Fig. 1.

Some early experimental data4 showed a nonlinear dependence of

RMS-XPD vs fade depth, with linear proportionality between RMS-XPD

and fade depth only during deep multipath fading, e.g., fades greater

than 10 to 15 dB. Curve NL in Fig. 1 is a plot of one sample data set that
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FADE DEPTH IN DECIBELS

Fig. 1—RMS value of cross-polarized interference voltage as a function of fade depth.

(Atlanta to Palmetto, Georgia, June 1974, 11 GHz.)

shows this type of behavior. A model for the cross-polarized signal that

accounts for this observed behavior is proposed and developed in detail

in this paper.

This proposed model for cross-polarized interference describes the

signal as a sum of two components

Vrx - Vdx + Vrx, (1)

where

Vrx = peak amplitude of the voltage envelope of the total signal

received due to the transmitted cross-polarized signal.

Vdx = peak amplitude of the envelope of a "direct" received

component, due to the transmitted cross-polarized signal.

Vrx = peak amplitude of the envelope of a random received

component, due to the transmitted cross-polarized signal.

The component Vox derives from imperfect polarization isolation in

system hardware, and is subject to fading behavior identical to that of

the copolarized signal. The random component Vrx is attributed to

random spatial and temporal conditions that characterize the propa-

gation path, and it is not subject to fading, thereby giving rise to the

observed behavior of curve NL in Fig. 1. This random component is de-

scribed here as a gaussian random process, which, as shown below, results
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in Vtx becoming a Rice-Nakagami distributed random variable. This

result is supported by experimental data taken at Palmetto, Georgia,

as discussed by Lin.4

Use of a gaussian model for Vrx is based on the multiplicity of effects

that can contribute to this component and on the conjecture that ran-

dom scattering is a dominant mechanism. The generalized parametric

modeling study of outage statistics carried out in this paper is predicated

in part on this latter assumption. Without a model for the dependence

of the random component of the interference signal on path length,

outage-time estimates are limited to those few hop lengths where suffi-

cient experimental data is available to specify the magnitude of this

component.

In a companion paper in this issue, Lin 4 also uses the proposed

Rice-Nakagami model for cross-polarized interference voltage to com-

pute, by essentially the same method, estimates of DPF channel multi-

path outage time for QCPSK systems for two existing radio hops with and

without space-diversity protection. To provide perspective on some of

the principal differences between Lin's study and ours, the following

comments are provided:

(i) Lin's analysis of experimental propagation data provides support

for the Rice-Nakagami model for cross-polarized interference.

(ii) Estimates of outage time for two specific hop lengths are provided

by Lin, whereas in this study hop length is a free model parameter. As

a result, in Lin's study, outage time for intermediate hop lengths must

be inferred through linear interpolation between the two point estimates.

The physical conditions corresponding to such interpolated values are

not clear, since the two (experimental radio path) interpolation end

points correspond to different hardware and propagation path charac-

teristics. Also, this linear interpolation, performed on semilog outage

time plots, corresponds to a simple power law dependence of outage time

on path length.

(Hi) Some effects of space diversity on multipath outage time are

considered in Ref. 4, but not here.

(iv) The sensitivity of multipath outage time to differences between

theoretical and experimental DPF channel performance characteristics,

and the implications for potential outage time reductions, are presented

in this study, but not in Ref. 4.

//. DPF RADIO-CHANNEL PERFORMANCE DURING MULTIPATH FADES

2. 1 Multlpath-fading outage probability

During multipath fading, a DPF radio-channel outage occurs whenever

the channel BER exceeds some defined threshold for acceptable service.
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Two service outage thresholds are considered here: BER = 10~3 and BER
= 10~6

. A service outage results if

(i) a multipath fade occurs and exceeds the thermal-noise fade margin

(conventionally defined fade-margin), or

(ii) the polarization isolation (xpd) of the DPF-channel degrades

below that necessary to maintain the required error rate (assuming both
polarizations are in service).

The effect on outage time of spectral distortions due to the frequency

selectivity of multipath fades is not considered here. As a result, opti-

mistic estimates of multipath fading outages are obtained, and can be

viewed as lower bounds for actual outage times.

Under the condition that multipath fading is present, the probability

of a DPF digital-radio channel outage occurring as a result of a multipath

fade on a single radio hop is given by the expression

Po\JT= f Pe (BER ^BERq
|
L)pF(L)dL, (2)

where L = peak envelope voltage normalized to the nominal (unfaded)

value—i.e., the ratio of faded to unfaded peak amplitude of the voltage

envelope, and where Pe (BER s BER |L) is the complement of the con-

ditional probability distribution for the channel bit-error rate, (i.e., the

probability that the BER of the channel exceeds that for acceptable

service (BERo), at a given fade level L), and the function Pf(L) is the

probability density function for the amplitude of the multipath fading

signal.

The conditional probability Pe for exceeding a given bit-error rate

BERo, given a fixed fade level L, is defined by the relation

Pe (BER> BERolL) = f° Pvx(S\L)dZtorL>Lm (D) ...

Jvm(L) , (3)

1.0 for L<Lm (D)

where pvx is the conditional density function for the cross-polarized

interference-signal envelope, Vm{L) is the maximum value of Vtx for

which the desired BER can be obtained with the channel signal faded

to L, and Lm (D) is the minimum-allowable normalized amplitude of the

received-signal envelope for a path length D required to maintain some
specified maximum channel BER —i.e., the fade level at the system
thermal-noise threshold. [See Section 3.1 for a graphical interpretation

and explanation of (3) and (4).]

It is instructive to rewrite (2) in the following form, using the definition

in (3):
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Pout= C
Lmi0)

pF(L)dL+ C° f" pVx($\L)pF(L)d$dL.
Jo jLm(D)Jvn (L)

(4)

The first term on the right-hand side of eq (4) represents the outage time

resulting from fades below the system thermal-noise threshold Lm (D),

while the second term represents outage time resulting from degradation

of cross-polarization isolation during fades down to the threshold

Lm (D).

To estimate total outage probability (or outage time), which results

during multipath fades, statistical models are required for both the co-

polarized and cross-polarized signals as received on the copolarized re-

ceiving channel during multipath fading conditions. In the deep-fade

region (fades in excess of 10 dB) an accepted statistical model for the

peak envelope voltage of a signal is given by the probability distribution

function, 1 '8

PF (l ± L) = (1 - e~L2
) = L 2

. (5)

This distribution function results in the density function

Pf{L ) = ^PF {1 <L) * 2Le~L2 a 2L (6)

dl

required in the outage probability expression, eq (2).

It is shown below that restriction of the statistical model for the peak

envelope voltage L to the deep-fade region does not restrict results of

practical interest. This fortunate circumstance results because outage

statistics accumulate almost entirely during time intervals that corre-

spond to this deep-fade region.

With the proposed model for the cross-polarized interference voltage,

it can easily be shown that the conditional probability density function

of the envelope of the cross-polarized interference voltage at a fixed fade

depth L is given by the expression9

Pvxi V\L) =-^~h (CoLV/a 2
RX )exp (-

V *^
),

(7)

where a\x ~ variance of the gaussian component of the cross-polarized

interference voltage, /o(-) is the modified Bessel function of order zero,

and ^ C ^ 1.0 is (approximately) the ratio of the cross-polarized in-

terference to copolarized envelope voltages received during unfaded

propagation conditions, i.e.,

Co = 10-<XPD°/20)
,

where XPD is the cross-polarization discrimination ratio with no mul-

tipath fading. (Voltages used here and in all subsequent expressions are
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Fig. 2—DPF-channel digital radio performance curves plotted for constant bit-error

rate.

given normalized to their unfaded levels.) Expression (7) is known as

the Rice-Nakagami probability density function.5-7

2.2 Characterization of channel performance at constant bit-error rate

A graphical representation of the relation between carrier-to-inter-

ference ratio (CIR) and carrier-to- (thermal) noise ratio (CNR) at constant

bit error rate for a DPF channel can be derived from recent theoretical

studies. 10,1
' The two dashed curves shown in Fig. 2 were obtained from

results given in the above referenced works and represent the relation-

ship between CIR and CNR at bit-error rates of 10-3 and 10~6
. For con-

venient reference, such curves are referred to as DPF-channel perfor-

mance curves in this study.

For a single interferer (the cross-polarized interference signal of the

DPF channel), the relation between Vtx and CIR is

ciR = 201og,o(V«-/VVx). (8a)

Note that, in terms of the normalized voltage Vm(L), which appears in

(3), the values of CIR that correspond to a DPF-channel performance

curve are given by the expression

CIRbeRo = -20 |logio[ Vm(L)]\. (8b)
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The relationship of L to CNR is given by

CNR(D) = CNRo(D) - FD(L), (8c)

where CNR (D) is the nominal unfaded design value of CNR for a path

of length D, and

FD(L) = -201ogio(L) (8d)

is the channel fade depth (L as defined above). The quantity CNR (D)

can also be expressed as

CNRo(D) = CNRth + FM(D), (9)

where CNRth is the thermal-noise threshold value ofCNR for a given BERq

with no interference present, and FM(D) is the system thermal-noise fade

margin for path length D.

The fade margin can be written as

FM(D) = -20 logio[Lm (D)], (10)

where Lm (D) is the normalized thermal-noise threshold signal level as

previously defined.

The solid curves shown in Fig. 2 present data from laboratory mea-

surements of 3A-RDS performance for 10
-3 and 10

-6
bit-error rates. Note

that threshold values for CIR are apparent from this figure—i.e., a value

CIR below which a given BER is exceeded independent of CNR. Use of

both theoretical and experimental channel performance curves in this

modeling study is intended to provide some insight into those non-ideal

channel performance factors that significantly influence multipath

outage time. These comparisons are unique to this paper.

2.3 Multipath-fading outage time

Experimental results on multipath fading statistics at 11 GHz provide

the basis for obtaining estimates of expected DPF radio-channel outage

time. From these measurements the expression for multipath-caused

outage time in minutes per year can be written as

Tout = rToPour, (H)

r = multipath occurrence factor

T = (t/50) 1.33 X 105 minutes 35° s t ± 75°,

where t is average temperature in °F.

The variable T represents the time period during which fading out-

ages can accumulate (see Vigants12
). The multipath occurrence factor

r is a normalization coefficient required to account for the influence of

climate, terrain, signal frequency, and path-length on the quantitative
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Fig. 3—Graphic representation of outage-probability computation.

statistical behavior of a signal during multipath fades—i.e., it is required

to account for variations in the fraction of time that multipath occurs.

This factor is defined by the expression. 1

r = c(//4)D 310-5
, (12)

where

c = geographic factor accounting for terrain and humidity effects

(typically 0.25 ^ c 5; 4, with c = 1.0 for average terrain and
climate).

/ = frequency in GHz.
D = path length in miles.

III. OUTAGE ESTIMATES

3. 1 Graphical interpretation

The expressions given in Section II for outage probability during
multipath fading can be interpreted graphically in terms of a DPF
channel performance curve. In the discussion that follows, refer to Fig.

3, which shows a hypothetical performance curve for some fixed

BER .
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Associated with each point in the plane defined by the CNR and CIR

axes is a probability density for the occurrence, during multipath fading

conditions, of that pair of values (CIR, CNR) that define this point. All

points lying along a line perpendicular to the CNR axis correspond to a

fixed fade depth (cross-hatched strip), while all those points lying below

the performance curve correspond to the condition BER 2 BERo (shaded

region).

In terms of Fig. 3, the expression for the probability Pe (BER g

BER |L), eq. (3), represents the integration of the probability density

of occurrence of all points along a line (fixed value L) perpendicular to

the CNR axis and lying in the region below the performance curve (double

cross-hatched portion of strip). The expression for total outage proba-

bility Pout is then the integration of the probabilities along all such

strips between CNR,/, and CNR (D) (shaded region). The entire region

to the left of the vertical asymptote of the DPF-channel performance

curve (at CNR,/, ) is associated with the outage probability component

which results from fades below the system thermal noise threshold.

3.2 Analytic results

The integration of the density function pyx (V\L) indicated in eq.

(3) can be carried out to give the analytic expression

PP (BERsBER |L) =

exp
«2(L) + 2(L)

* £, ¥k<
; CNR £ CNR"'

k=0 L R - ;CNR <CNR <h ,

1.0 (13)

where

«(L)=^ (14)
ORX

m = YnM, (15)
ORX

For convenience in computations, a DPF-channel performance curve

is represented analytically by the expression

CIR(D) = K x Logio[1.0
- 10-*2KCNR-CNR,fc>/*3-CNR)|] + Cffi()

(16)
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Table I — Empirical DPF-channel performance curve parameters

Curve Ki K2 K3 CNRth CIR

Trp
BER = 10~' -12.90 1.00 35.0 10.25 4.1

ML
BKR = 10

-3 -7.55 1.09 30.0 13.399 9.95

Tup
BER = 10fi -13.79 0.95 35.0 13.85 4.85

ML
BKR = 106 -8.70 0.85 30.0 17.3998 12.9

Trp signifies DPF-channel performance characteristics derived from theoretical results
given by Rosenbaum 10 and Prabhu. 11

M/. signifies DPF-channel performance characteristics derived from laboratory mea-
surements on 3A-ROS.

where K\, Ki, and K3 are fitting parameters determined empirically to

approximate closely the data points as shown in Fig. 2. Table I gives sets

of values for the various parameters in eq. 16 used to approximate the

performance curves required for subsequent calculations.

Table I also establishes the notation that denotes the DPF-channel

performance curve used to obtain specific results: Trp denotes use of

the DPF-channel performance curves derived from results obtained by
Rosenbaum 10 and Prabhu; 11 M/, denotes use of the DPF-channel per-

formance curves derived from 3A-RDS laboratory measurements.

Table II presents other expressions and parameter values used in

subsequent calculations.

3.3 Propagation path and system hardware effects

From the previous expressions for outage probability (eq. 2, and eqs.

11 through 15), it is apparent that outage time statistics for a DPF-

channel are dependent on the parametersD (hop length), Co (equipment

polarization isolation), tXRx (propagation path phenomena), and r

(multipath occurrence factor).

Measures of the sensitivity of DPF-channel outage statistics to system

hardware characteristics (as represented by Co) and to propagation path

characteristics (as represented by (trx) are important for evaluating

system design and cost.

Table II — Definitions and parameter values pertinent to numerical

calculations

Parameter Definition

Section loss (SL) SL = 27.0 + 20.0 log, (D) where D is in miles
System gain (SO) SG = FM + SL, where FM fade margin
sci for BKR s 10"6 SGio-e = 108 dB
SO for BKR | 10—

|]

SC.ni-.-i = 112 dB
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Fig. 4—RMS value of random component of cross-polarized interference voltage as a

function of path length: power law approximations to experimental data points.

3.3. 1 Propagation-path scattering hypothesis

The parameter o'RX , a measure of the energy in the random component

of the cross-polarized signal, is probably dependent on a variety of

propagation-path parameters. At present, this conjectured path de-

pendence is not clearly understood theoretically, nor is sufficient ex-

perimental data available to establish an empirical model. Experimental

measurements4 at Palmetto Ga., taken on two propagation paths, pro-

vide the only directly applicable data for o\x . These two data points are

shown plotted in Fig. 4, along with various power law relationships be-

tween a\x and distance D.

To compute outage statistics via the expressions for Pout [eq. (2)],

a functional dependence of a\x on path length D is required. Using the

two available data points, we find that an approximate path-length

power-law dependence ofD 4 would provide a reasonable fit (12 dB per

double distance). However, this rate of increase in energy of the random

cross-polarized signal component seems too large from the standpoint

of physical intuition to apply over any substantial path length inter-

val.

Based on the hypothesis that terrain scattering is a primary contrib-

utor to the energy in Vrx, a very simple, idealized, theoretical estimate

of a'RX as a function of path length D was obtained for three antenna

tower heights (see Appendix B). Figure 5 summarizes results of these

estimates scaled to the experimental value for aRX obtained on the longer

of the two propagation paths at Palmetto (26.4 mi/42.5 km). This em-

pirical scaling of the estimate for aRX is equivalent to use of a scattering
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Fig. 5—Prediction for power in random component of cross-polarized interference signal

based on terrain-scattering model.

cross section of about —28 dB, in general agreement with experimental

data from radar terrain-backscatter measurements. 1415 Note that while

this scaling also produces reasonable agreement between these predic-

tions and the measured value of Orx 011 the shorter path at Palmetto, the

different antennas, widely different antenna heights, and uneven terrain

characterizing this latter path prohibit any detailed comparison.

In the absence of experimental data for other path lengths, and in view

of the general agreement between the terrain scattering estimates and
the Palmetto data points shown in Fig. 5, theoretical estimates of a\x
are used here to define a functional relation between this parameter and
the path length D for a fixed tower height. The curve in Fig. 5 for the

tower height h = 250 ft will be used for this purpose as a baseline in

calculating outage statistics.

3.3.2 System hardware XPD requirements

Variations in Pout, which result from changes in the value of the

parameter Co, provide a measure of the sensitivity of a DPF radio channel

to the level of polarization isolation (XPD) in the radio and antenna

system hardware. For the two bit-error rates used here, Figs. 6 and 7

summarize calculations of channel outage statistics as a function of radio

path length for several values of Co spanning a range of practical con-

cern.

Two reference curves, "A" and "B," are shown in Fig. 6 and on all

subsequent figures. Curve "A" represents the multipath fading outage

time for a conventional single-polarization radio channel with identical
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Fig. 6—Outage-time statistics as a function of hardware XPD for BERo = 10-6.

thermal-noise fade margin and no interference, and curve "B" a per-hop

one-way outage-time objective typical of that used in the design of

short-haul radio systems. Reference curve "A" allows for comparisons

to show the increase in outage probability suffered by a DPF radio

channel over a conventional channel as a result of fade-dependent deg-

radation in cross-polarization discrimination.

Outage-objective reference curve "B" shows, by its intersection with

a DPF-channel outage curve, an upper limit on radio-path hop length

at a given BER . This limit on path length is termed a maximum-reli-

able-path-length (MRPL) and is used here to illustrate implications of

outage-time variations. The limit actually imposed on hop length for a

DPF channel in practice must be determined by the combined outage

probabilities resulting from rain, equipment failures, and multipath

fading. 16

These calculations indicate that for current DPF-channel performance

characteristics, channel outage during multipath fading is quite insen-

sitive to the polarization isolation of system hardware as long as a min-

imum isolation of 20 dB is maintained, i.e., XPD ^ 20 dB. This lower

bound, to an acceptable range for hardware XPD, can be extended to 15

dB in theory (see TRP curves in Figs. 6 and 7), and can also be extended

in practice for the larger bit-error-rate criterion (BER ^ 10-8). However,

for the measured DPF-channel performance curve at BER = 10~6
,
a
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.

system hardware XPDn = 15 dB degrades outage performance by almost

an order of magnitude at any particular path length, and decreases the

intercept of this outage curve and the one-way-objective curve "B" by
15 to 20 percent.

These results have significance from two standpoints. First, the XPD
requirements on system hardware are moderate and are therefore less

costly to implement. This is particularly important for the radio antenna

system. Secondly, maintenance requirements for XPD characteristics

are relatively loose, again producing a positive cost factor from an op-

erational standpoint.

3.4 Numerical results: estimates of outage statistics

As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the outage probability is not sensitive

to changes in the value of the parameter Co- Consequently, all compu-

tations are performed for the upper and lower limits on the practical

range of interest for Co, i.e., 20 dB ^ 20 logio(Co *) ^ 45 dB. Since these

computed results bracket those for all intermediate values of Co, a strip

or band of values is shown, in general, rather than a single curve in the

graphical results presented below. Note that in some cases this "band"

has, effectively, zero width and appears to be only a single curve.

The simple relationship between the outage time (Tout) and outage

probability (Pout) for a single radio hop during multipath fading is given
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by eq (11) in Section 2.3. All results given below for Tout are computed

according to eq. (11) with an average temperature of t = 55° F, which

gives a value of To, = 1.467 X 105 minutes.

Note that all results obtained below are for an "average" multipath

environment corresponding to the value c = 1.0 in the expression (12)

for the multipath occurrence factor. All results can be applied directly

to other environments by direct scaling of outage time via a simple

multiplication by the appropriate value of c.

3.4. 1 Deep-fade restriction on statistical model

Figures 8 and 9 show representative sets of curves that display the

dependence of outage probability on the faded signal level L. The curves

in Fig. 8 represent the integrand in the expression for Pout (eq. 2), and

are computed for constant path length D, for the value XPDo = 20 dB.

From these curves, it is apparent that with adequate hardware XPD
(XPDo ^ 20 dB), significant contributions to Pout occur only for fades

L ^ 0.32 (-20 logioU/) ^ 10 dB). This result supports the adequacy of

the statistical model for the signal envelope peak value used here in

calculating outage statistics for a DPF channel.
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3.4.2 Path-length dependence of TOUT

Figure 10 summarizes results obtained by computing outage time for

average terrain and climate conditions (c = 1.0 in eq. 12) on a single hop

for a DPF channel. Curves are presented for two bit-error rates: BER =
10" 6 and BERn 10-3.

Comparison of the curves computed using theoretical and measured

DPF-channel performance curves show the effect of degradations in-

troduced by intersymbol interference and other non-ideal conditions

in the digital terminal and associated radio equipment. Most important

in this respect is the threshold value CIRo, which appears to dominate

other parameters.

From Figure 10, it is apparent that for the model parameters used here

the error-rate criterion used to specify an MRPL (or, for a particular path

length of interest, the expected outage time) is not critical. Theoretically,

the change in MRPL that results in going from 10~a BER to 10~6 BER is

less than 5 percent, while for results based on measured DPF-channel

performance, the change is only about 10 percent.

At a particular path length, the increase in outage time incurred by

going from 10
-3

to 10
-6 BER is at most a factor of 2 for results based on

either the theoretical or measured DPF-channel performance curves.
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The outage time estimates obtained for measured DPF-channel per-

formance result in a net decrease of about 20 to 25 percent in MRPL from

those estimates obtained using theoretical performance.

Figure 11 draws a comparison between outage-time estimates obtained

under the terrain-scattering hypothesis for two different antenna tower

heights for BER = 10~6
. The difference in the estimated outage time for

these two cases decreases with increasing path length, varying from about

three orders of magnitude at 10 km to about a factor of 5 at 35 km.

The MRPL decreases by about 60 percent in going from the 250-ft

tower to the 75-ft tower, indicating a large increase in cross-polarized

energy contributed by terrain scattering (see Fig. 5). Assuming that the

terrain-scattering model is valid (or at least dominant), this result

suggests that use of large tower heights would be desirable for DPF-

channel radio systems.

3.4.3 Dependence of Tout on system gain

An index of performance for a radio system is the quantity known as

system-gain (SG). System gain is defined as the required difference be-

tween transmitted and received signal-power levels necessary to achieve

some standard level of performance. As above, the two performance

standards considered here are BERn = 10
-3 and BER = 10

-6
. Typical
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1—Outage-time statistics for two antenna tower heights under terrain-scattering

hypothesis.

system -gain values for commercially available DPF-channel digital radio

systems vary from 95 to 108 dB for a bit-error rate limit of 10-6 .

To evaluate the effect of system gain on outage time statistics, cal-

culations of Tout have been made using SG as a parameter (with XPD
= 20 dB). Figures 12 and 13 summarize results obtained for the two
bit-error rate standards, with SG varying from 95 to 115 dB in 5 dB
steps.

Results for the two different error rates are quite similar. Based on

theoretical DPF channel performance, outage-time statistics vary

somewhat (less than a factor of 2) as the system gain increases from 95

to 100 dB, but remain virtually unchanged in the range 100 ^ SG ^ 115

dB.

Using measured DPF-channel performance for the model parameters

used here, outage time is almost totally insensitive to system gain for path

lengths in excess of 18 to 20 km. For shorter path lengths, some differ-

ences in outage time do result as system gain is changed, but since the

values of outage time for these short paths are very small in comparison

to the system objective, such variations are not of practical concern.

For path lengths in the vicinity of the MRPL, system gain does not

appear to affect significantly the outage performance of a DPF chan-

nel.
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3.4.4 Environmental sensitivity of Tout

As discussed in Section 3.3.1, outage statistics are dependent on

propagation path characteristics expressed through the parameter o\x-

Various characteristics of the geographic location of a radio propagation

path will influence the value of o2
R x- To explore the sensitivity of results

obtained here to change in the magnitude of oRx, calculations for Tout
were carried out with <r%x as a parameter.

Figure 14 summarizes results obtained by computing Tout as a

function of path length for three values of oRx\ in each case, o\x has the

same relative variation with D—e.g., the curve shown in Fig. 5 for h =

250 ft. These computations show that Tout varies by about one order

of magnitude as tr%x varies by one order of magnitude (10 dB). (The

midrange value of oRx corresponds to that obtained from the Atlanta-

to-Palmetto, Georgia data set at 42.5 km.)

These results indicate the importance of obtaining data on o\x from

a variety of locations to establish its range of variability. Depending on

the magnitude of such variations, the allowable path length for reliable

digital communication via DPF radio-channels could vary significantly

with geographic location—e.g., the results shown in Fig. 14 show po-

tential changes of ±25 to ±30 percent as a\x varies by ±10 dB.
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IV. SUMMARY

4.

1

Radio-system XPD requirements

An important consideration for the practical implementation of DPF

digital radio systems is the degree of isolation required between the two

orthogonal, linearly polarized waves transmitted at each frequency.

Severe requirements on such isolation (XPD) imply increased system

costs resulting both from hardware design and system maintenance.

In general, a minimum requirement of 20 to 25 dB for hardware XPD
is not severe from either a design or maintenance standpoint. This level

of XPD results in DPF channel error-rate performance well above the

minimum service standards used here for unfaded signals (see Fig. 2).

The estimates of outage statistics obtained in this study with a variety

of model parameters indicate that outage performance for current DPF

channels during multipath fading is not materially affected by the sys-

tem-hardware XPD as long as it remains better than 20 dB (see Figs. 6,

7, and 10). Multipath-related outages do not, therefore, impose any se-

vere hardware design or maintenance requirements.

4.2 Maximum reliable path length

The example outage estimates computed in the above sections for

representative system parameter values suggest that for a 0.02 percent

two-way reliability objective for a 400-km route, and with a high antenna

tower (250 feet), the maximum reliable path length (MRPL) for a DPF

channel is about 21.5 km (13.4 mi) for a bit-error rate of 10~3 in the ab-

sence of other outage effects, and for an average multipath environment

(see Fig. 10). This MRPL can vary from 17.5 km (10.9 mi), on Gulf Coast

or overwater paths, to 31.0 km (19.3 mi) in dry, mountainous regions

(Albuquerque), reflecting changes in the magnitude of the multipath

occurrence factor for these environmental extremes.

For a bit-error rate BER ^ 10-6 , the range of MRPL in these example

calculations is 17.0 km (10.6 mi) to 26.0 km (16.2 mi) with a value of 20.0

km (12.4 mi) for an average multipath environment.

The rather steep slope of an outage-time curve of Fig. 10 in the vi-

cinity of its intersection with the outage-time objective curve "B" indi-

cates that the changes in MPRL resulting from inclusion of rain and

equipment outages will not be severe, i.e., a small decrease in MRPL al-

lows for a substantial contribution to outage time from these other

sources of channel outage. Note that the preceding statement does not

hold for rain-limited propagation paths (e.g., in the Miami, Florida area)

where multipath outages are strongly dominated by rain-induced out-

ages. The actual magnitude of such changes will, however, depend on

the rain statistics for a given geographic location.
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4.3 Dependence of path length on system gain

For digital radio systems with high system gain, the exact value of

system gain, while significant for the average BER performance of a DPF

channel, does not significantly affect the MRPL. In the examples con-

sidered here, changes on the order of 20 percent in system gain (in dB)

result in very small changes in MRPL—i.e., less than 1.0 km.

4.4 General conclusions

The model proposed and developed here for DPF-channel outages

during multipath fading, together with results obtained from the ex-

ample calculations carried out for representative system and environ-

mental parameter values, lead to the following general conclusions:

(i) Outage times during multipath fading conditions are between two

and three orders of magnitude larger for a DPF channel of current design

than for a conventional (single-polarization-per-frequency) radio channel

with no interference.

{ii) The threshold carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR ) below which

a given bit-error rate cannot be obtained, independent of the signal-

to-noise (thermal) ratio, is the channel performance characteristic of

greatest importance to multipath outages. Up to an order of magnitude

improvement in outage time could be obtained if a near theoretical value

of CIRo could be achieved through hardware/design improvements.

(Hi) Multipath outage time is dependent on geographic and envi-

ronmental conditions expressed through the multipath occurrence factor

r and the statistical parameter o2
RX - Outage-time estimates computed

here scale almost linearly with changes in o2RX , other model parameters

remaining approximately constant.

(iv) Under the hypothesis that terrain scattering is the dominant

mechanism for the random component of the interference signal in a DPF

channel, multipath outage time for such channels can be minimized

through use of high antenna towers and, when possible, through judicious

choice of radio-hop terrain.
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APPENDIX A

Symbol Table

a(L) = CqL/grx-

0(L) = VM (L)/aRX .

orx = Standard deviation of random component of cross-

polarized signal.

on = Normalized, cross-polarizing, bistatic, terrain-scattering

cross section.

BER = Bit-error rate.

BERo = Fixed maximum value for BER.

c = Geographic multipath-fading normalization factor.

Co = Ratio of cross-polarized to copolarized signal voltages dur-

ing periods of no multipath fading—i.e., Co = l0-(XPDo/2O) .

CIR = Carrier-to-interference ratio in dB for single interferer

arising from cross-polarized DPF-channel signal.

CNR = Carrier-to-(thermal)-noise ratio in dB.

CNRo = Nominal unfaded design value of CNR.

CiRo = Value of CIR below which BERo is exceeded independent

of CNR.

CNRth = thermal-noise threshold value of CNR at a given BERo with

no interference present.

D = Path length (miles or kilometers).

/ = Frequency in GHz.
FD = Channel fade depth [-20 logio(L)].

FM = System thermal-noise fade margin.

h = Tower height for radio antennas.

Iq = Modified Bessel function of order zero.

\Ki, = Empirical fitting parameters for DPF-channel performance

K2, curves.

K3 ]

L = Ratio of faded to unfaded peak envelope voltage.

Lm = Minimum allowable normalized amplitude of the received-

signal envelope (for a path length D) required to maintain

some specified maximum channel BERo.

MRPL = Maximum-reliable-path-length. (The path length

determined by the intersection of an outage time curve and

the system outage-time-objective curve).

Ml = DPF-channel performance characteristics derived from

laboratory measurements on 3A-RDS.

Pe = Conditional probability of DPF-channel BER exceeding

some specified value BERo at a given, fixed multipath fade

level L.

Pf(L) = Probability density function of multipath fading signal.
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PF = Probability distribution function of multipath fading signal.

Pout = Probability of DPF-channel BER exceeding some specified

value BER during periods of multipath fading.

Pr
= Receiving antenna radiation pattern.

Pt
= Transmitting antenna radiation pattern.

pvx = Conditional probability density of cross-polarized

interference envelope voltage,

r = Multipath occurrence factor.

R x
= Distance from transmitting antenna to terrain-scatter

point.

R 2
= Distance from terrain-scatter point to receiving antenna.

SG = System-gain (the difference between transmitted and

received signal power levels necessary to achieve some

standard level of performance, i.e., BER = BER ).

t = Average temperature in °F.

To = Base time period for multipath fading activity during one

year.

Timt
= Total time (in minutes per year) during which the DPF-

channel BER can be expected to exceed some BER as a

result of multipath fading activity.

Trp = DPF-channel performance characteristics derived from

theoretical results given by Rosenbaum 10 and Prabhu. 11

V = Peak envelope voltage.

VM = Maximum normalized value of VTx for which BER s BER .

(vfis)
= Energy received as a result of terrain scattering, including

conversion from one linear polarization to the orthogonal

linear polarization.

yDX = Peak envelope voltage of direct component of cross-

polarized signal.

yRX = Peak envelope voltage of random component of cross-

polarized signal.

Vc
= Peak envelope voltage of copolarized signal.

yTX = Peak envelope voltage of total cross-polarized signal.

XPD = Cross-polarization-discrimination ratio (ratio of copolarized

to cross-polarized received signal in dB).

XPD = Cross-polarization discrimination ratio during period of no

multipath fading.

APPENDIX B

B. 1 Estimation of o%x Based on Terrain-Scattering Hypothesis

Terrain scattering along the radio-hop propagation path is one

physical phenomenon that can contribute energy to the random com-

ponent of the cross-polarized interference signal in a DPF radio channel.
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Fig. 15— Idealized radio-hop geometry used in terrain-scattering computation.

The magnitude of this component is not easily determined experimen-

tally or theoretically, but an estimate can be obtained through an ide-

alized numerical calculation scaled to available data.

Figure 15 shows the geometry assumed as a basis for calculating the

energy contributed to the cross-polarized-interference signal by terrain

scattering. The expression used to compute this random-scatter com-
ponent is

(v'rs) = SS dxdy aN(x,y)
Pt(x,y) Pr (x,y)

R 2
i

(17)

where o-^v(x.y) is a factor proportional to the cross-polarized, bistatic

scattering cross section of the ground and various normalization factors.

Interest here is centered on the functional dependence of (uj?s) on

radio-hop path length, rather than the absolute magnitude of this

quantity. The functions Pt and Pr are the antenna response patterns

at the transmitter and receiver, respectively.

Given this restricted interest and the very sharply directive radiation

pattern of typical transmitting and receiving antennas at 11 GHz (a

pyramidal horn-reflector-antenna response pattern was used for cal-

culations performed here), the variation of ow(x,y) with location is ne-

glected and assumed to have unity value. The area over which the double

integration shown in eq. (17) is performed is limited by an error criterion

for the incremental contributions that occur during evaluation of this

expression. The error criterion used corresponds to neglecting contri-

butions from areas illuminated by very low-level side-lobes of the

transmitting antenna radiation pattern, and sensed by the low-level

side-lobe region of the receiving antenna response pattern.
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Normalizing the computed estimates to the experimental values ob-

tained at Palmetto, Georgia (see Section 3.3.1), the normalized scattering

cross section has a value of about —28 dB, which agrees within a few dB
with radar cross-section measurements on various types of ter-

rain. 14 - 15

The results of the calculations of scattered cross-polarized energy are

summarized in Fig. 5 for three different tower heights. These curves

display an approximate path-length dependence varying from D 2 for

long paths to D e for short paths.
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